
Distributed educational multimedia databases:design, production and applicationGerrit Hiddinkhiddinkg@ctit.utwente.nlCentre for Telematics and Information TechnologyUniversity of TwenteMarch 10, 19981 IntroductionSub-project \B" of Idylle1 is concerned with the development of methodsfor structuring and presenting information in multimedia databases that areintended for educational use. These databases contain learning materialsthat consist of (combinations of) text, video and audio information, as wellas \active objects" such as Java applets and applications or active Author-ware objects. The research will focus on developing methods for labelingthis learning material in such a way that they can be easily retrieved by ateacher, thus promoting reuse of learning material.2 Research questionThe research question that has been de�ned is:How can the objects (units of learning material) in an educationalmultimedia database be (visually) labeled so that visually selectingand, after that, con�guring learning routes becomes possible?Insight into the problem indicated by this research question can be ob-tained by examining its components:1Innovative Distributed Learning Environments, a project of the Centre for Telematicsand Information Technology at the University of Twente1



� Units of Learning Material (ULMs) have been de�ned to be compo-sitions of either text, video, audio, java and other information ob-jects, or \sub" ULMs (see Hiddink (1998b)). The units can be of any(teacher-chosen) size, and are appropriately labeled with educationalcharacteristics so that they can be retrieved easily by a teacher (usinga database query).� After a teacher poses a query to the database, intermediate results arevisualized in such a way that the teacher can easily select the ULMsthat may be most of interest for the teacher's purposes, based on thevisual properties of the ULMs.� The teacher should be able to con�gure the selected ULMs into learn-ing routes, which can be traversed by the learners accessing the data-base.3 LabelingThere are several ways of labeling information stored in a database:manually annotating keywords multimedia information can be accom-panied by a manually entered list of keywords;automatically annotating keywords keywords can be automatically ex-tracted from the multimedia information using for example speechrecognition, Optical Character Recognition techniques and teletextcapturing (Brown, Foote, Jones, Young, & Jones, 1995);adding metadata to information metadata (information about informa-tion) can be added manually (Weibel, Godby, & Miller, 1995); in ed-ucational applications, this information could, for example, consist ofthe educational objectives of the material, the educational level forwhich it was designed and the subject matter area the material cov-ers (IMS project, 1997);extracting features a recently developed technique is the extraction ofso-called features of multimedia data, for example the average pitchand its standard deviation of a sound fragment (Wold, Blum, Keislar,& Wheaton, 1996), or color histograms of pictures. These features canbe used to deduce \fuzzy" characteristics like scratchiness of sound,2



and these characteristics can be used in database queries to formulatesearch criteria.This project will focus on applying the mathematical principles of fea-ture extraction and clustering onto (manually) labeled ULMs, and exploringvisualization techniques that use these features and clusters. These ideaswill be implemented in a prototype application that will be evaluated byteachers.4 Research approachFirst, an explorative survey will be used to discover in what ways teach-ers would like to label learning material for storage and retrieval purposes.The results will be analyzed in order to �nd generic characteristics of learn-ing material that a majority of teachers use, possibly described in di�erentwords. These characteristics will form the basis of a new labeling systemwhich will be evaluated by (a di�erent group of) teachers. These character-istics will also be used to construct visualization methods for displaying theintermediate search results.Second, the generic characteristics will be used to construct a mathemat-ical space, which is then populated by a large collection of learning material.The space is then analyzed to see if clusters can be found, and how theseclusters can be used in the teacher's search process. A measure of proximitybetween a ULM A and B in this space is hypothesized to be a predictor ofthe \suitedness" of ULM B given the suitedness of ULM A.In the �nal stage, it is examined whether it is possible to map a given,new labeling method of a teacher onto the mathematical space. This wouldimply that a teacher can use his or her own labeling scheme, and still posequeries refering to this scheme to a database �lled by other teachers.5 Bene�ts for the educational practiceThere are several bene�ts of using multimedia databases in education: (Hid-dink, 1996)� learning material can be adapted quickly to recent developments, com-ments of learners, etcetera;� learning material can be reused, which can save high production costsespecially if it concerns video-productions (Hiddink, 1998a);3



� if the database system also stores information concerning the ULMseach learner has studied, as well as the results of this study (gradesetcetera), then the teacher can quickly gain insight into the progressof the learners;� if it turns out to be possible to map labeling systems onto a genericmathematical space, then the teacher would not have to learn a newlabeling system. This would make it easier to implement innovativelearning environments based on databases into the educational prac-tice.6 Current stateA prototype framework has already been realized. It consists of a databaseapplication that on one side connects to an Illustra database2, and on theother side it behaves like a WWW server, i.e. it accepts connections fromWWW browsers. It uses advanced electronic publishing techniques3 to gen-erate HTML pages on the y. HTML and the Web are merely used as adelivery mechanism, and could be replaced by any multimedia documentdelivery system, such as the Java Media Framework (JMF). The secondversion of the prototype will probably use the JMF and Java clients insteadof HTML and Web clients, as HTML severely limits the interactivity withthe user4.The prototype allows the user to access the learning material in an en-cyclopedic mode, as well as in a tutorial mode using the learning routes.Teachers can search for Units of Learning Material and analyze their com-ponents, and collect these in a shopping basket. When the teacher has col-lected su�cient material, he or she can enter an edit mode5 to create a newlearning route or to compose new Units of Learning Material.The database schema will be modi�ed so that it can handle the genericlabeling system. The prototype software will be extended with visualizationalgorithms and with su�cient code to allow it to be used for experiments.Currently, march 1998, a survey is being designed with which we hopeto gain insight into what characteristics of learning material teachers �nd2A predecessor of the Informix Universal Server3Document Style and Semantics Speci�cation Language (DSSSL) and Jade, James'DSSSL Engine4HTML only allows \submit" type interaction from client to server5currently not yet implemented 4



important for storage and retrieval purposes.7 Relation to other Idylle projectsAs the prototype incorporates a proprietary web server, it is highly exible(which a prototype should be). Therefor, it is very easy to encode startupinformation into URLs (such as username, password, course number, searchcriteria or assignment number), so that the prototype can \launch" a useranywhere in the learning routes, or open the encyclopedia with predeter-mined search criteria. Thus, it can be included in many ways within anyweb-based environment. If the second version is going to utilize Java, thisis still possible as the Java clients can be run within a web browser.ReferencesBrown, M. G., Foote, J. T., Jones, G. J. F., Young, S. J., & Jones, K. S.(1995). Automatic content based retrieval of broadcast news. In Pro-ceedings of the third ACM international multimedia conference. SanFransisco.Hiddink, G. W. (1996). Het gebruik van multimedia databases in het onder-wijs (Tech. Rep. No. CTIT/IDYLLE/B/N38). University of Twente.Hiddink, G. W. (1998a). Factors of reuse of units of learning material (Tech.Rep. No. CTIT/IDYLLE/B/N40). Enschede: University of Twente.Hiddink, G. W. (1998b). The concept of a unit of learning material in multi-media databases (Tech. Rep. No. CTIT/IDYLLE/B/N36). Enschede:University of Twente.IMS project. (1997). IMS metadata dictionary. online document, URL:http://www.imsproject.org/metadata/MDdictionary.html.Weibel, S., Godby, J., & Miller, E. (1995). OCLC/NCSA metadata workshopreport (Tech. Rep.). Online Computer Library Center, Inc.Wold, E., Blum, T., Keislar, D., & Wheaton, J. (1996). Content-basedclassi�cation, search, and retrieval of audio. IEEE Multimedia(3), 27{36. 5


